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 Detection of lung cancer in the earlier stage will be a important cause in the successful diagnosis and 

for curing lung cancer. Every year most of the people die because of lung cancer other than colon, breast 

cancers combined. Earlier detection will increase the survival rate from 14 to 49% if detected in time. 

Computed tomography [ct] images are more efficient than the x-rays, however problem is seemed to occur due 

to time constraint in detecting of lung cancer by several diagnosing method used. Hence we are using  a lung 

cancer detection method using the Image Processing technique in order to classify the presence of lung cancer, 

In our project, we are aiming to get more accurate results of lung cancer by using various enhancement and 

segmentation techniques and therefore by classifying it. Histogram equalization technique is used to extract the 

contrast level of computed tomography image by applying certain intensity values and increasing  the 

brightness of the certain pixels, and  is useful in images with background and foreground with both dark or both 

bright  and this image is segmented by using both the PRINCIPAL PATTERN ANALYSIS algorithm and K-

MEANS CLUSTERING algorithm which segments and gives the images with values  which will classify the 

data with the ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK , where this ANN is feed with some data and this process is 

done by several layers and gives the output layer as the infected part of the lung cancer with accurate results. 

Index terms – Computed Tomography (CT), Adaptive histogram equalization, Principal Pattern 

Analysis (PPA), k-means clustering algorithm, Artificial Neural Network(ANN). 
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